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-1 -nrdurt.y & Typ€s: p.irnary & Secondary

t-Commerce Meanrll s Cppununrttr
,mpremenration, sec,ilffi #Tr1,ff::l}';#::]!.n:: *,ired br succesrtuI €{omm*ce
Outsourcing of Services: Nature, Nee

SERVICE SECTOR O ,ra,n# 
rrres, Fin ancia I services, Advertisirg, Customer Support se*ces.

Ban&lngr Types of Banks & Functions of Commercial bank.
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& communit in 6eneral.

Eusihejs Ethicsj Concepts & Elements.

.FORMS 
AND FORMATION OF BUSIIIESS EIVIERPRISES

Meanin& Features, Merits & Limitatio[s of fol,owing Forms:
Sole proprieto.ship

Joint Hindu Business
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( m
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Atnctu" 
'T

English

a) Critical and historical understanding of

. lndian Engllsh writers: R.k.Narayan, Rajarao, Arundhati Roy, Khushwant Singh, Mulk Rai

Anand, Anita Oesai, Rabindranath Tagore, Saroiini Naidu,

. Jacobean to Restoration: John Donne, iohn Milton,

. Au8ustan Age: Alexander Pope, Jonathan Swift, Joseph Addison, Samuel Richardson,

Henry Fielding
. Romantic Period: william Btake, William Wsrdsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, I'ord

Byron, P.B. Shelley, John Keats, Oorothy Wordsworth Jane Austen, Sir Walter Scott,

Mary Shelley, Mathew Gregory Lewis.

. Victorian Period: Atfred, Lord Te:1nyson, Robert Browning, E.B. Brownin&Thomas

carlvle. John Ruskin, Walter Pater, Florence Nightlngale, Charlotte Elonte, Emily Bronte,

Charles Drckens, Thomas HardY,

. Mode.n Period: T.s. Eliot, Virgin ia Woolf, Joseph Conrad, James Joyce, E. M. Forster,

D H Lawrence, W. B. Yeats, Geor8e Bernard Shaw.

. contemporary Period: Phllip Larkin, Ted Hughes, Stevle smith, seamus Heaney, Eavan

Boland, George orwell, william Golding, Do.is Lessing, Graham Greene, Salman

Rushdie, V.5. Naipaul, Stephen Leacock.
. Literary Terms

b) Grammar and Linguistics
. Phrase structure rule, Transformational generative grammar (with reference to

chomskv), Transformational rule, a brief introduction to Semitic languages,
.^. o ino,r (tir< language vrriFty dialect, accent and register, psycholinguistics nature

a-c application, behaviorist, cognitive and mental views of language learnin& individual
differences

. Lrnguistics (srgn, speed and writinB, anthropologist, organ of speech, descrlption and

classifacatiofl of sounds, morphology and word formation.
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Biology

Unit I DiversitY in Living World

. Eiology- its meanlng of relevance to malkind

. Taxonomy - concept of species and taxo.omical hierarchy

. Systematlc - lntroduction to plant Systematic, its aims , obiectives and importance '
classification.briefhistory,introduction,varioussystemsofclassificallonoflivinS
organism [Two kingdom system , five kingdom system] Brief ir*roduction to

nomenclature and binomial system of nomenclature

.sa|ientfeaturesandclassiflcationofkingdomMone'a(lncludingArchaebacteriaand

cyno bacteria ) General structure ,occurrence ,reproduction and economics lmportance'

. Kingdom protista- General structure ,occurrence , reproduaion and economic

rn po ata nce

. (ingdom Fungi- General structure, occurrence, reproductlon and economic

importance, diseases of economically important crop plant, rusts , smuts, downy and

powdery mildew damping off.

. Kintdom Plantae- salient features and classification of plants into maior groups'

Al8ae- General account, structure, life cycle of biological importance of green algae,

brown alEae and red algae.

Bryophytes- General account , structure, life cycle and economic importance of

liverworts and mosses'

. Pteridophytes- General account structure, classification, llfe cycle and economlc

r.r|].rt.l r,a a,

. Gymnosperms- General account , structure, classlfication life cycle and economic

rmportance.

. Angioperms- classification up to class ,General account , structure, life cycle and

e(onomic rmportance.

Viruses General structure, types and regtoduction of viruses

Lichens- General account ,structure and life history'

. Kintdom Animalia - salient f€atures (in the reference to habitat, habits morphology

and economic lmportance )and classification of non chordates up to phylum level.

Saliert features ( in the reference to habitat , hablts, morphology and economlc

importance ) classification of chordates up to class level.

Unit ll Structural organization in plants
. Tissue,Tissue system in plants

. Morphology, function and modification of root, stem and leaf



. Anetomy of root , stem and leaf , prirnary and secondary SroMh in dicot stem

. lnflorescence, Types of Inflorescence, flower ( including postion and arrantement of

drfferent whorls ) placentation , fruit, types of fruit, seed'

. Dragnostrcs features, economic importance and distribution pattern of AnSiospermic

families

A) Family Brassicaceae

B) Family Fabaceae

C) Family solnaceae

D) Family Liliaceae

E) Family Poacaae

Unit lll Plant PhysiologY
Transport in Plants - Movement of water ( including diffusion ,osmosis, plasmolysis and

water relatrons of cell ) and nutrients, long distant of water - absorption, apoplast ,

symplast , transpiration pull, root pressure and Suttatlon , transplration openlng and

closinS of stomata, uptake and translocation of mineral nutrients- Transport of food

,phloem transport , mass flow hypothesis.

Mineral Nutrition - Essentlal mlnerals , macro and micro nutrients and their role ,
defioency symptons , Mineral toxicity, Elementary idea of hydroponics as a method to study

mlneral nutfltron.

Nitrogen Metabolism - Biological nitrogen fixation , Nitrogen cycl€.

Photosynthesis - Photosynthesis as means of autotrophlc nutrition, pigments involved in

Photosynthesis, absorption and action spectra, photochemical and biosynthetic phases of
Photo<vnthesis , photophosphorylation : cyclic and non cyclic of photophosphorylation,

chemrosmotic hvpothesis, photorespiration, factors affectinB Photosynthesis.

Resprratron- Aerobrc resprratron: uiyLolysrs, Kerbs's cycle Electron transport chain and

oxidatrve phosphoryation , Anaerobic respiratlon , respiratory substance and respiratory
quotrent

Plant Growth and development - phases of plant growth and plant growth rate, canditions

of growth , Differentiation, and dedifferentiation, Redifferentiation Growth regulators -
Role oI auxins, gibberdlin, cytokinin, ethylene, abscissic acid photoperiodism, role of
phytochrome and harmones in photoperiodism, Dormancl, methods of breaking seed

dormancy, vernalization.

Plant movements- Tropic movements ,phototropism ,gravitropism and thelr mechanism,
Na5tlc movements.

Unit lV Strutural organization in Animals
-Tis(Lrc in inimals



MorpholoBV, anatomy and function of different systems ( diSestive' circulatory resPiratory

nervous ano reproductive )

of earthworm, lro8 and an insect ( Cockroach )

Unit V Animal PhYsiologY
Human Physlology

Ditestion and absorption :- Alirnentary canal and ditestive Slands , role of ditestlve

enzvmesandgastrointestinalharmones,digestion,absorptionandassimilationofproteins

carbohydrates and fats, egestion , nutrition and ditestive disorders'

Breathing and resPiration - tespiratory organs ln human beints, Mechanism of Breathing

and its regulation in human, Transport of respiratory gases, Respiratory volumes ,

respiratory disorders .

Circulation

composition of Blood , Blood Sroups, coagulation of blood , composition of lymph and its

functions , structure of human heart and blood vessels , Cardiac cycle, Cardiac output, ECG ,

doub e .ircLrlation , Disorders of circulatory Systems .

Excretion- Modes of excretion, structure and function of excretory system , Urine formation

, o5moregulation, Regulation of kidney function , Renin- antiotensln , role of other ortans ln

excretion , Disorders of excretory system.

. Locomotion and Movement ;- Types of movement , Skeletal muscle - contradile
proteins and muscle contraction , skeletal system and lts function , jolnts. Disorders of
muscular and skeletal system Neural @ntrol and coordlnatlon; Neuron and nerves;

Nervous system in humans- central nervous system, peripheral nervous system and visceral
nervoLrs system; Generation and conduction of nerve impulse; Reflex action; Sense organs;
Elementarv structure and function of eye and ear.
. chemical coordination and regulation: Endocrine glands and hormones; Human

endocrine system-Hypothalamus, Pituitary, Pineal, Thyrold, Parathyroid, Adrenal,
Pan.reas, Gonads; Mechanism of hormone action (Elementary ldea); Role of hormones
,r! messengers and regulators, Hypo-and hype.activity and related disorders (Common
d :,orders e.g. Dwarfism)

Unit Vl Reproduction

Reproduction in organisms: Reproduction, a characteristic feature of all organisms for
continuation of speciesj Modes of reproduction - Asexual and sexual; Asexual reproduction;
Modes-Brnary fission, sporulation, budding, gemmule, fragmentatioU vegetative propagation ln
plants.

sexual rep.oduction in flowering plants: Flower structure; Development of male and female
gametophytes; Pollination-types, agencies and examples; Outbreeding devices; Pollen-Plstil
interaction; Double fertili2ationj Post fertilization evenls-Development of endosperm and



embryo, Development of seed and formation of fruit; Special modes'apomixis, parthenocarpy,

polyembryony; sagnificance of seed and fruit formation.
Human Reproduction: Male and female reproductive systems; Mlcroscoplc anatomy of testis

and ovary; Gametogenesis-spermato8enesis & oogenesis; Menstrual cycle; Fertilisation,

embryo development upto blastocyst formation, implantation; Pregnancy and placenta

formation (Elementary idea); Parturition (Elementary idea); Lactation (Elementary idea).

Reproductive health: Need for reproductrve health and prevention of sexually transmitted

diseases (STD); Eirth control-Need and Methods, Contraception and Medical Termination of

Pregnancy (lvlTP); Amniocentesis; lnfertility and assisted reproductive technologies - lVF, ZIFT,

GIFT (Elementary idea for general awareness).

Unit Vll Cell biology, genetics and Evolution.

Structure and function o, bio molecules i Carbohydratetlipids protelnt and nucleic acid.
Enzymes- types,p.operties,functions and enzymes action
Cell-physrco-chemical nature of plasma membrale , cell wall,
Ultra structure of cell orBanelles with brief description and tunctions.

1. Indoplasmicreticulum, golgibodies, lysosome, vacuoles, mltochondria, ribosomes,
plastids, cilia, flagella, centrioles nucleolus.

2. Cell division : cell cycle, mitosis , meiosis and their significance.
H€redity and variationi Mendelian lnheritance; Deviatiots from Mendelism-lncomplete
dominance, Co-dominance, Multiple alleles and lnherltance of blood groups, pleiotropy;

Elementary idea of polygenic inheritance; Chromosome theory of inheritance; ChromGomes
and genes; Sex determination-ln humans. birds, honey bee; Linkage and crossing over; Sex
linked inheritance-Haemophilia, Colour blindness; Mendelian disorders in humans-Thalassemia;
Chromosomal drsorders ln humans; Down's syndrome, Turne/s and Klinefelter's syndromes,

- Molecular basis of lnheritance: search for genetic material and DNA as genetic material;
Structure of DNA and RNA; DNA packaging; DNA replication; Central dogma; Transcription,
Eenet( (,,ile translationj Gene erpression and regulation-Lac Operoni Genome and human
Senome prolecr; DNA finEer pranting.

- Evolution: Origin of life; Biological evolution and evidences for bioloBical evolution lrom
Paleontology. compatative anatomy, embryology and molecular evidence); lamarck theory of
evolution Darwin's contribution. Modern Synthetic theory of Evolution; Mechanism of
evolutLon-Varlatron (Mutation and Recombinatioo) and Natural Selection with examples, types
of natural selection; Gene flow and genetic drift; Hardy-Weinberg,s principle; Adaptive
Radiation Human evolution-

UNIT Vlll Biology and Human Welfare
Health and Discase; Pathogens; parasites causing human diseases (Malaria, Filariasis, Ascariasis.
Typhord, Pncumonia, common cold, amoebiasis, ring worm); Basic concepts of immunology-
va..rnet. Cancer, HtV and AIDS; Adolescence, drug and alcoholabuse.



lmprovement in food production; Plani breedinS' tlssue culture' sinSle cell protein'

Biofortif ication, Apiculture and Animal husbandry'

- Microbes in human welfare: ln household food processin& industrial production' sewage

,r..ir"ni, 
"nurgv 

g"neration and as biocontrol agents and biofertilizers'

UNIT lX Biotechnology and lts Applications
- Principles and process of Biotechnology: Genetic engineering (Recomblnant ONA technologY)

, Apolication of BiotechnoloBy in health and ag'iculture: Human insulin and vaccine produdion'

g"n. ,i"r.oy Genetically modified organisms-Bt crops; Transtenic Animals; Biosafety issues-

Brop rdL, J,rd -dlent5.

UNIT X Ecology and environment
organisms and environment: Habitat and niche; Population and ecological adaptations;

Population interactions-mutualism, competition, predation, parasitism; Population attributes-

growth, birth rate and death rate, a8e didribution'

- Ecosystem: Patterns, components; ptoductivity and decomposltlon; Energy flow; Pyramids of

number, biomass, energy; Nutrient cycling (carbon and phosphorousl; Ecological succession;

Ecological services-carbon fixation, pollination, oxygen release' Blo8eochemical cycle

, Biodiversity and its conservation: concept of Biodiversity; Patterns of Blodiversity; lmportance

of Brodrversity; Loss of BiodiversitY; B od versity conservation; Hotspots, endangered organisms'

extinction, Red Data Book, biosphere reserves, National parks and sanctuaries'

In!i'-).I'1e.t.l issues Arr polluton ind its control; Water pollution and its control;

Agrochemrcals and their effects;solid waste management; Radioactive waste manatement;

Greenhouse effect and global warning; ozone depletion; Deforestation; Any thtee case studies

as success storres addressing environmental issues.
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PHYSICS

r Mathematical Methods of Physics

Dimensional analysis; vector algebra and vector calculus; Linear algebra, matrices, cayley

Hamilton theorem, eiSenvalue problems; Linear differential equations; Special

functions (Hermite, Bessel, Laguerre and Legendre); Fourier series, Fourier and Laplace

transforms; Elements of complex analysis: Laurent series-poles, residues and evaluation

of integrals; Elementary ideas about tensors; lntroductory group theory SU(2)' O(3);

Elements of computational techniques: roots of functions, interpolation, extrapolation,

integration by trapezoid and simpson's rule, solution of first order differentiat €quations

using Runge-KLrtta method; Finite d rlerence methods; Elementary probability theory,

random variables, binomial, Poisson and normal distributions.

r Classical Mechanics

Newton's laws; Phase space dynamics, stability analysis; Central-force motion; Two-body

collisions, scattering in laboratory and centre-of-mass framesi Rigid body dynamlcs,

moment of inertia tensor, non-inertial frames and pseudoforces; Variational prlnciple,

Lagrangian and Hamiltonian tormaiisms and equations of motion; Poisson brackets

and canonlcal transformations; Symmetry, invariance and conservation laws, cyclic

coordinates; Periodic motion, wave motion, small oscillations and normal modes;

Special theory of relativity, Lo,entz transformations, relativistic kinematics and mass-

energy equivalence, work power energy, Sravitation, pressure, motion of fluids, viscoslty,

surface tension.

lll. Electromatnetic Theory
Electrostaticsr Gauss' Law and its applicationsi Laplace and Poisson equations,

boundary value problems; Magnetostatics: Biot-Savart law, Ampere's theorem,
electromagnetic induction; Maxwell's equations in free space and linear isotropic media;
boundary conditions on fields at interfaces,; Scalar and vector potentials; Gauge invariance;
Electromagnetic waves in free space, dielectrics, and conductors; Reflection and
refraction, polarization, optical instrument, defects of eye. Fresnel's Law, interference,
coherence, and diffraction; Dispersion relations in plasma; Lorentz invariance of
Maxwell's equations; Transmission lines and wave guides; Oynamics of charged
particles in static and uniform electromagnetic fields; Radiation {rom moving charges,
dipoles and retarded potentials, current electriclty-Kirchhoffs Law, Wheat Stone Brid8e,
Potentio meter & Slide Wire Bridee.
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lV. Quantum Mechanics

wave'particle duality; Wave functions in coordinate and momentum

representations; commutators and Heis€nbeB's uncertainty principle; Matrlx

,eires"ntation; oirac's bra and ket notation; schroedinger equation (time'dePendent

and time-independent); EiSenvalue problems such as particle-in-a'box' harmonic

oscillator, etc.; Tunneling through a barrier; Motion in a central potentiali Orbltal angular

momentum, Angular momentum algebra, spin; Addition of angular momenta; Hydrogen

atom, spin-orbit coupting, fine structure; Time-independent perturbation theory and

applicataons; Variational method; WKB approximation;

Time dependent perturbation theory and Fermi's Golden Rule; Selection rules; Semi-

classical theory of radiation; Elementary theory of scattering, phase shifts, partial

waves, Born approximation; ldentical particles, Pauli's exclusion principle, spin-

statistics connection; Relativistic quantum mechanics: Klein Gordon and Dirac €quations'

V. Thermodynamie and Statistical Physics

Laws of thermodynamics and their consequences; Thermodynamic potentlals,

Maxwell relations; chemical potential, phase equilibria; Phase space, micro- and

macrostates; Microcanonical, canonical and grand-canonical ensembles and partltion

functions; Free Energy and connection with thermodyaamic quantities; Flrst' and

second-order phase tr3rsitions; Classical and quantum statistics, ideal Fermi and Bose

gases; Principle of detailed balance; Elackbody radiation and Planck's disttlbution law;

Bose Einstein condensation; Random walk and Brownian motioU lntroduction to non'
equrlibrium p.ocesses; Diffusionequation.

Vl. Electronics and Experimental methods

Semiconductor device physics, including diodes, iunctions, transistors, field effect

devices, homo and heterojunctlon devices, device structure, device characteristics,

frequency dependence and applicationsi optoelectronic devices, including solar cells,
photodetectors, and LEDS; High-frequency devices, including generators and

detectors; Operational amplifiers and their applications; DiSltal techniques and

applications (registers, counters, comparators and similar circuits); A/O and D/A

converters; Microprocessor and microcontroller basics, Logic gates, communicatlon

system.

Data interpretation and analysis. Precision and accuracy. Error analysis, proPagation of
crrors. Least squares fitting.
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Vll. Experimental Techniques and data analysls

Data interpretation and analysis; P'ecition and accuracy' error analysls' propaSatlon of errcrs' least

souaresfitting,linearandnonllnearcurvefltiins,chi.squaretest;Transducers(temp€raturc,
;i:H";ff;,'";;*o,. n"ia, viuration' opticai and p€rticle detectors)' measurement and

control; slSnal conditlonlng ana '"co*ry' 
impedance matchin&.amplification (Op-amp based'

lnstrumentetion amp, feedba€k), nt"'ing "ia 'olse 
reductlon' thieldlng and groundin& 

'ourler
ir"ntforr' lo.k'in detectot boxtat integrator, modulation techniques'

Applications of the above experimental and analytical techniques to typlcal undergraduate and

graduate level laboratory experiments

Vlll. Atomic & Molecular PhYsics

Quantum states of an electron in an atomi Electron tpin; Stern-Gerlach €xperiment; spectrum of

iuoror"n. n",,r- and alkala alomg; Rc Jii'isi ' 
co'rections ior enetgy levels of hYdroSen; Hyper'lne

,trr.rJr" .nO isotopic shift; width o, spectral lines; LS & lJ couplinS; Zeeman' Paichen Back & Stark

effect. Photoelectric effect, X-raV spectroscopy; Electron spln resonance' Nuclear magnetlc resonance'

chemical shift; Rotational, vibrational, electroniq and Raman spectra of dlatomic molecules; Ftatrl -
ionao, priniipt" and selection rules; spontaneous and stlmulated emlsslon' Elntteln A & I
coefficients; Lase.s, optical pumping, population inversion, rate equatlon; Mod€s of resonators and

coherence length.

lX. Condensed Matter PhYsics

Bravais lattices; Reciprocal lattice, diffraction and the structure factor; Eonding of

solids; Elastic properties, phonons, lattice specific heat; free electron theory and

electronic specific heat; Response and relaxation phenomena; Drude model of

electrical and thermal conductivity; Hall effecl and thermoelectric power;

Diamagnetism, paramagnetism, and ferromagnetism; Electron motion in a periodic

potential, band theory of metals, rnsulators and semiconductors; Superconductivity, type -
land type - ll superconductors, I osep hson ju nctions; Defects and dislocations; Ordered

phases of matter, translational and orientational order, kinds of liquid crystalline order;

conducting polymers; Quasicrystals.

X. Nuclear and Partlcle Physics
Basic nuclear properties: size, shape, charge disribution, spin and parity; Birlding

energy, semi-empirical mass formula; Liquid drop model; fission and Jusion; Nature of

the nuclear force, form of nucleon-nucleon potential; Charge-independence and

charge-symmetry of nuclear forces; lsospin; Deuteron problem; Evidence of shell

structure, single- particle shell model, its validity and limitatlonsi Rotational spectra;

Elementary ideas of alpha, beta and gamma decays and their selection rules; Nuclear

reactions, reaction mechanisms, compound nuclei and direct reactionsi Classiflcatlon of
fundamental forces; Elementary particles (quarks, baryons, mesons, leptons); Spin and

palty assiBnmenls, isospin, strdr,gene5si Gell-Mann-Nishijima formulaj C, P, and T
invarlance and applications of symmetry arguments to particle reactions, parity non-

conservation in weak interaction; Relativistic kinematlcs,
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ChemistrY

Physical Chemistry

1. Basic principles of chemistrYl- lmportance of chemistry, Nature of Matter' Properties of

Mauerandtheirmeasuremen!Uncertaintyinmeasurements,Lawsofchemicalcombinations'
Dalton's Atomi€ Theory, Atomic and Molecular Masses,Mole concept and molar masses

Percentage Composition, Stoichiometry and Stoichiome$icCalculations

2. Atomlc structurer sub atomic Particles, Atomic models, Developments Leading to the

Bohr's model of atom, Bohr's Model for hydrogen atom, towards Quantum Mechanical model

oi tne /:\tom, CluarrL!m nlechdnrca r;iJ;. Jl Atool, Nature of electromagnetic radiation,

photoelectric effect limitations of Bohr's model, Dual nature of matter, de-Broglie's

relationship, Heisnberg uncertaintiy principle, various quantum numbers( principal, angular

momentum and magnetic quantum numbers) and their significance, shapes of s,p and d -
orbitals, electron spin quantum number, Rules for filling electrons in orbitals-aufbau principle,

Paulti's exclusion principle and Hund's rule, electronic confiSuration of elements, extra stability

of half- filled and completely filled orbitals

3. states of Mattertlntermolecular Forces,Thermal Energy, lntermolecular forces vs

thermal interactions, Ihe 6ascot,s state, The Gas laws, ldeal gas equation, Kinetic Molecular

theory of Gases, Liquification of Gases, Liquid state

4. chemical Bondint and Molecular StructurelKossel - Lewis approach to chemical bond

formatron, concept of ionic and (ovaleni bond5, lonic BondinS, Formation of lonic bonds,

factDrq affecting the formation of ionrc bonds, calculation of lattice enthalpy, Coval€nt Sondin&

concpot of electronegetavitiy, Faian's rule, dipole moment, Valence Shell Eledron Pair

Repul!ro'r(V5EPR) theory and shapes ol srmple molecules, Quantum mechanlcal approach to
covalent bonding, Valence bond theory - its important features, concept of hybridization

rnvolving s,p and d orbitals, Resonance, Molecular Orbital Theory,LCAO5, types of molecular

orbitals (bonding, antibonding), sigma and pi-bonds, molecular orbitals electronic

configrirations of homonuclear diatomic molecules, concept of bond order. bond length and

bond energy, Elementary idea of metallic bonding, Hydroten bonding and its applications.

5. Easic principles and applications of sp€ctroscopy! Rotational, vibrational, e,ectronic,
Raman, ESR, NMR

6. Thermodynamics;- Fundamental of thermodynamics , System and surroundinSs,

extensive and intensive properties, state functions, types of processes, First law of
thermodynam:cs ,concept of wo.k, hcat rnternal energy and enthalpy , heat capacity, molar
heat capacity, Hess's law of constart heat summation , Enthalpies of bo,ld dlssgciatlon,
.omb!rition ,formation, atomization. ( rrblimation , phase transition, hydration, lonisatlonand
solution. Second law of thermodynamics, Spontaneity of processes, AS of the universe and AG

.f tl.e . <ystem as criteria for spontaneity, AG" (standard Gibbs energy change) and equilibrium
ao n 5ll.l
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7. Equilibrium:- Meaning ot equllibrium' concept of dynamic equilibrium' Equilibria

*r" * oirr,.ri frocesses' lolid - tiquiO, iiquia - gas and solid - gas.equilibria' Henry's law'

general characterics oI equilibrium iiJof ing'pt'vtittf processes' Equilibria involving chemical

iroi"rr,i.* ot 
"r,umical 

equilibrium, equitlirium constants-((p and Kc)..and their siSnificance'

r'-ril;;;; ;nd aGo in chemical equilibria' factoB affec'ting equilibrium conccntration'

,r""rrr*,1"rn0".*re, effect of catalyst; Le chatelier's principle' lonic, equilibrium: Weak and

iir*g 
"[.tr,ofv,"r, 

ionization of 
"leti'oiyt"s, 

various concepts of acids and bases (Arthenius

ero",;.a Lowry and tewis) and their ionization, acid - base equilibria {including multistage

onization) and ionization constants, ronl2ation of water, pH scale, common ion effect,

nvJrotvsit ot satts and pH of their solutions, solubility of sparingly soluble salts and solubility

produ.ts buffer solutions.

8. Redox Reactions and Electro€hemistryr Electronic concept of oxidation and reduction'

redoy reactions, oxidation number, rules for assigning oxidation number belancinS of redox

reactrons. Eectrolwic and metallic conduction, conductance in electrolytic solutions' specific

and molar conductivaties and their variation with concentration: (ohlrausch's law and its

applications, Electrochemical cells - Electrolltic and Galvanic cells, different types of electrodes'

electrode potentials including standard electrode potential, half-cell and cell readions, emf of a

Galvanic cell and its measurement; Nernst equation and its applications; Relatiolshlp between

cell potential and Gibbs'energy change, Dry cell and lead accumulator; Fuel cells'

9. chemical Kineticsl Rate of a chemical reactions, factors affecting the rate of

reactions: concentration, temperature, pressure and catalyst; elementary and complex

reactron5, order and molecularity of reactions, rate law, constant and its units, differential and

rnteqra forms of zero and first order reactions, their charactetistics and half-lives, effect of
rp$^^rir fp on rAre of reactions Arrhenlus theory, activation energy and its calculation,

i:\, ,, - :5eor', cf blr.ol.cular ga5e^ ' "r"ti'n< {no derivation}.

10. surface chemistry:- Adsorption - Physisorption and chemisorptions and their

characteristics, factors affecting adsorption of Sases on sollds - Freundlich and Langmuir

adsorption isotherms, adsorption from solutions, colliodal state - distinction among true
-^r^in. .^d c,r<nan(in^< .i:<(ifi.ation of colloids - lyophilic, lyophobic; mUlti

mota.,rt;:r. macromolecular and associated colloids (micelles), preparation and properties of
colloids Tyndall effect, Erownian movem€nt, electrophoresis, dialysis, coagulation and

flocculation; Emulsions and their characteristics.

11. solld states-: General Characteristics of solid state, Amorphous and Crystalline Solids,

Classification of Crystalline Solids, Crystal Lattices and Unit Cell, Close-Packed Strudures,
Packrng Efficiency, Calculations lnvolving Urit Cell Dimensions, lmperfections in Solids, Electrical

P..ir.'i es, Magnetic Properties.

L2. concepts of catalysisi Homogenous and heterogeneous catalysis,

13. Solutions:- Type5 of Solutions, txpressing concentration of solutions, Solubility, Vapour
pressure of liquid solutions, ldeal and Non-ideal solutions, Colligative Properties and

Determination of Molar Ma5s, Abnormal Molar Masses
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lnorganic Chemistry

1. Chemical periodicity:. Modern pertodic law and present form of the periodic table, 5,

p, d and f block elements, periodic trends in properties of elements atomic and lonic radii,
ionization enthalpy, elecron gain enthalpy, valence, oxidatlon states and chemical aeactivity.
2. General principles & process of isolation of metals:- Modes of occurrence of elements
in nature, minerals, ores; Steps involved in the extraction of metals - concentration, reduction
(chemical and erectrolwic methods) and refining with speciar reference to the extraction of Ar,
cu, zn and Fe; Thermodynamic and erectrochemicar principres invorved in the extraction of
.retals

I Hydrogen:- position of hydrog€j-r in perjodic table, isotopes, preparation, properties and
uses oF hvdrogen; physical and chemical properties 0f water and heavy water, structlre
preparatron, reactions and uses of hydrogen peroxide; Hydroger as a fuel.4. S-Block elements} Group-l and 2 elements introductlon, electronic configuration and
general trends in phys;cal and chemical properties of elements, anomalous properties of the
frrst element of each group, diagonal relationships. preparation and propertaes of some
rmportant compounds - sodium carbonate and sodium hydroxide; lndustrial uses of lime,
limestone Plaster of paris and cement; Biological significance of Na, K, Mg and Ca.

5. P-Block elementsi- Group 13 to Group 1g element, Electronic configuration general
trends in physical and chemical properties of elements across the periods and down thegroup; unique behavior oI the first element in each group. preparation, properties anduses of boron and aluminium; nroperties of boric acid, diboron, boron trifluride,. um nium chloride and alums, ,\liotrr)pcs of carbon, catenation; Structure & propeniesol silicatcs and zeolites. propeltics and uses of nitrogen _a 6orpto-r; Allotrophiclirnn\, slructure and uses of amnronia, nitric acid, and p-C13, pCti: St u"tures of oxiAes ofil, .llr.r'Lrs Prcprrllion, pr()per{ir,. ,rru(ures and ,*, of oron"; Allotropic forms ofsulIhur. sulphuric acid and strucrures ofoxoacids ofsulphur.t, d-d,l lJlock ehnrents:_ posrrron rn pclrodic table, electronic configurations of d-blockcl.r)r!'nts, general properties of the lransilion 

"t"r"nt, 1a_nto"L), some imponantcontpounds of transition elements, the lanthanoids, the actinoids, some application of d_
_ and f-Brock erements. preparation. propertr'es and uses of K2 cr207 and KMno4.7 (ro'ordination compounds & organometalic 

""rp;;;.; Introducrion to co-,)rdirxrion contpounds. Wern./s thcrrrv: ligands, ."-"ainuiio, number, denticiry,lhLlrrrion: IUpAC nomenclarurc ol nrononuclear co-ordination 
"ompounds, 

isomerism;B,,rding - Vrtcrce bond xpprolch an(t hasic ideas ,f cry.;;;i ;;; th€ory, colour and

lll:ll::::,'l::,:i:::l lll"i"l.:.or co-ordinarion .olnpouno, 1in quaitative anarysis,., r:\'lirf Lrt n)etrt$ ilnd iu biol,.,:i.J s.rsrerns), Organmetallic comounds_synthesis.

":'l'll:.-l i':l :|.:,re. 
and reacti'ity o.g-o.";rr", in ;;;;;nous catarysis. cages
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s.EnlironmentalChemistry:-Enlironmentalpollution-Atmospheric'waterandsoil'
Atmospheric pollution - Troposoheric and Stratospheric TroPosPheric pouutsnts -

cascous pollutants , oxide. or corinn, nitrogen and sulphur, hydrocarbons: thoir soufces'

hamfut effccts and prcveation; C'""n hou"" effect and Global warrring; Acid rain;

particulate poltutants, ,.otq uuri r.og, fumes, mist; their_sourcrs, harmfirl effccts and

prevention. Stratospheric polftrtion: no'rmxion and breakdown of ozone' dcpletion of

ozone layer - its mechanism and effects. water Pollution ' Majol poltutsnts such as'

pathogens, organic wastes and chemical pollutants; their harmful effects 8nd pr€vention'

Soil pollution - Major pottutants 'uti "' ' 
pesti"ldes (insccticides' hcrbici&s and

1.,Llsi.:rli.\), thcir hlrnrfttl '11"'l\ 'ln(l Prevention strategies to control envircnmental

1,,,lluli,rn.
9 \uclear chenistryr Nuclear rclclions, fission dnd fusion' radio-analytical tc€hniques

irnd activation analysis'

10. lnalytical chemistry:' ScPdrltion techniques' Spectroscopic electro and

t ht'rntoanalYtical methods.

I l. Bioinorganic Chemistryr- Photosystems' Porph)T ines' metalloelzymes' oxygen

transport, elcctron raosfer rcactions, niuogen fixation'

fz. eiyrr""f characterizadon of ioorganic compounds by IR' Raman' NMR' EPR'

uossbauer, UV-, NQR, MS, electron spechoscopy and microscopic techniques'

Organic ChemistrY

ll\trification&(]hara(tcrislionoforganiccompounds}Purificadon-
Cr.ysrlllizatiorr, sublimation. distillation, differeirtial extraction and chromatography -
l,rinciples and their applications. Qualitative analysis - Detecdon of nitlogen' sutPhur'

l)tro\phorur and halogens Qtrrllrlaive analysis- Estimation of carbon' hydrogen'

nltroSen, halogens, sulphur' phosphorus Calculations of empirical formulae and

molecular formulae; Numerical problems in organic quaotitative analysis'

2. Some baslc prlnctples of organic chemlstryr Tetravalency of carbon - Shapes of

simple moleculcs - hybridization (s and p); Classification of organic compounds based

on iunctional groups :- C = C -. -Carbon Carbon lriple bond and thosc containing

halogens, oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur, Homologus series; Isomerism -structuraland

.rc'rolisomcrism'Nomenclalttre(TriviallndIUPAC)covalentbond-Homolyticand
hctcrolytic : tree radicals, carLrocattons zLnd curbanions; stability of carbo€adons and ftee

r.r.lri.Lls. clcectrophilcs anrl 'r r'lt'rnhiles Electronic displacement in a covalent bood -
lr,,l ..1:\..tli.l !lL-rlroxl.'i 'rr. 'r rr'{(1!lllnce ilnd hyp€rconjlgation'

.1. Chcrristr) of llydrocarbou:- Cl.rssiticxtion, liomersim IUPAC nomenclature' Seneral

rnethods of preParation, propcrtics and reactions Alkanes - Confonnations : Sawhorse

.rud Ncrvniur projec(ions (ol etlrrlc); Mcchanism of halogenations of alkanes Alkeles -
Geometrical isomerism; Mechanism of elecrophilic addition: addition of hydrogen'



hllogcns, water hydrogcn halides (Marko*rikofffs and pomxide effect); Ozonolysis and
polvmerization. Alkynes - Acidic characrer, Addition of hydrogen, halogens, water and
hydrogen halides; Polymerization. Aromatic hydrocarbons - Nomenclaturc, beozene _
strucrure and aromaticity: Mechanism of electsophillic substitution: halogcnations,
nitration, Friedel - craft's alkytation and acylation, directive inlluence of fu[ctional
group in mono - substituted benzcne.

4, Organlc oompounds - containlng Halog€nsr General methods of preparation,
propenies and reactions: Narure of C -X bond; Mechanisms of substitution Gactions,
Ll!cs: Environmental effects of chloroform & iodoform,

-i, Organir compounds - coutaioi[g Oxygen:. General methods ot preparation,
pr,,I,erti!'\. reacrrons and uses. .\lcoh.ris, phenols and Ethers Alcohols: Identification of
primary, secondary and tertiary alcoholos; mechanism of dehydrstion. phenols: Acidic
narure, electrophillic substitution reactions : halogcnations, nitratior and sulphonation,
Rernler - Tiemann reaction. Ethcrs : StructurE. Aldehy& ad ketoncs : Naturc of
r'rrrhonll groop ; Nucleophilic addition to >C=O group, retative reactivities of aldchydes
and kcrones: Important reactions such as - Nucleophilic addition reactions (addition of
HCN, NH3 and its derivatives), Grignard roagent; oxidationi rcduction (Wolff Kishner
and Clemmensen); acidity of hydrogen, atdol condensation, Cannizzaro reaction,
Haloform reaction; Chemica.l tests to distinguish between aldehydes and Ketones.
l\lrlhods of prepuration propenics. rcactions and usqs of carboxylic acids, acidic sEengfh
.lDJ llclors affecting it.

6. Organic compounds - containing Nitrogen:_ Genetat methods of preparation,
prop.rtlcst reaclions aIld uses- Amnrcs: Nomelclature, classification, sfructurc, basic
chuactcr and identification of plrnary, secoldary and tertiary amines and their basic
rhnractcr. Diazonium salts: Importance in synthedc organic chemistry.

7. I'(,1\Ilers:- General introduction antl classification of polymers, gencral methods of
poh.rncrrzarion - addition and condensation, copolymcrization; Natural and s)mthctic
ruhh.'r and vulcanization; some imponanl polymers with emphasis on thcil mooomers
and uses - pol),thene, nylon, polyesier and bakelite.

t. Biomolecules:-General introduction and importance of biomolecules. Cadohydratcs_
(--lassification : aldoses and ketoses: monosaccharides and constituent monosaccharides
ol oligosaccharides, slarch. proteins _ primary, secondary, tcrtiary and quat mary
srru.lure (qualitative ides only). dcnaturariotr of proteins, enzymes, Vitamins _
Classification and functions. Nuclcic Acids _ Chemical constitution of DNA a:rd RNA.
Biological functions of nucleic acid\

9 ( lrrrnisir.J in Everlda.r- Liter. (.hernrcirl rn medicines _ Analgcsics, tratrquilizers,
.Li,ir\(|tr!\. drsurlcctatrtb, arlurrtrcrobrals. iltrtileniliry drugs, andbiotics, ant:lcids,
iLnlihislamins - their meaning.uld common examples. Chemical in food - presewatives,
itrttlt.iill swcetening agents - common examples. Cleansing agents _ Soaps and
dctcrgcnts. cleansing action.
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10. Common reagents (organic, inorganic and organometallic) in organic synthesis'

ll St'lcctive organic ransibrmations - chcmoselectiviry, regioselectivity' stsroselectivity'

enatioselectivity. Protecting groups.

12. Physical charactcrization of organic compounds by IR, UV-' MS and NMR'

13. Principles related to Practical Chemistry.

MATHEMATICS

UNIT - 1

Analysis: Elementary set theory, Sets:

Sets and their representations. Empty set, Finite & lnfinite sets, Equal sets. subsets. subsets of

the set of real numbers especially intervals (wlth notations). Power set. Unlversal set' venn

diagrams. Union and lntersection of sets Difference ofsets' Compleme.t ofaset, Properties of

complemeot sets.

Finlte, countable and uncountabte sets, Real number system as a complete ordered field,

Archimedean property, Supremum, infirnum.

Sequen€e and serieS:

Sequence and Serie5, Arithmetic P.o8ression (A.P), Arithmetic Mean (A.M), Geomeric

Progressron (G.P), general term of a G.P, sum of n terms of a G-P . Arithmetia and Geometric

series, infinite G.P. and its sum. Geometric mean (G.M), relation between A'M and G'M' Sum

to n term of the special series 2n,.2n2 and ;n3 . convergence,. sequences and series of

f unctions, uniform convergence.

Binomial Theorem:

History, statement and proof of the binomial theorem for poshive integral indices' Pascal's

triangle, general and middle term rn binomial expansion, simple applications' Bolzano

wi' er\rrass thcorem, Helne Sorel lhcorem.

Continuity and DifferentiabilitY;

continuiti, uniform continuity. Continuity and Differentiability' derivative of composite

functions, chain rule, derivative of inverse trigonometric functions' deri\rative of implicit

function.
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concepts of exponential and logarithmic functions. Derivatives of logex

differentiation. Derivative of functions expressed in parametric forms.

second order derivatives. Rolle's and lagrange's Mean value theorems
their Seometric interpretations.

Applications of Derivatives:

and ex. l-ogarithmic

(without proof) and

Applications of derivatives: rate of charge, increasin&/decreasint funstions, tangents and

normal, approximation, maxima and min ma. Simple problems (that illustrate basic princlples

and understanding of the subiect as well as real life situations).

Limits and Derivatives:

Derivative introduced as rate of change both as that of distance function and geometrically,

intuitive rdea of limit. , limsup, liminf . Defrnrtron of derivative, relate it to slope of tangent of
the curve, derivative of sum. difference, product and quotient of functions. Derivatives of
polynomial and trigonometric functions. Mean value theorem.

lntegrals: lnte8ration as lnverse process of differentiation. lntetrdtlon of a varlety of functions
by substitution, by partial fractions and by parts. Definite lntegrals as a limit of a sum.
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, Basir properties of definite integrals and evaluation of
definite integrals..

Applications of the lntegralsr

Applrcatroos rn finding the area under simple curves, especially lines, areas of
crrcle\lpa.abo.rs/ellipses, area bet!vcen the two above said curves. Riemann sums and
RreI- Jr^ rnIeg.al, lmproper lntegrals.

Monotonic functions, types of discontinuitv, functions of bounded variation, Lebesgue

measure, Lebesgue integral. Functions of several variables, directional derivative, partial

derivative, derivative as a linear transformation, inverse and impllcit function theorems. Metric
spaces, compactness, connectedness, Normed linear Spaces. Spaces of continuous functions as

examples.

Linear AlEebra:
vector spaces: Vectors and scalars, magnitude and direction of a vector. Direction

cosin.-,,/ratios of vectors. Types of',/cctors (equal, unit, zero, parallel and collinear vectors),

pos tron vector of a point, negative ci a vcctor, components of a vector, additlon of vedors,

multrplrcation of a vector by a scalar, position vector of a point dividing a line segment in a given

ratro Scalar {dot) product of vectors, projection of a vector on a line. Vector (cross) product of

vector!, s.alar triple Paodud.

Linear lnequalities:
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Lrnear rnequalrties, Aigebraic solutions of linear inequalities in one variable and thelr

representation on the number line. Graphical solution of linear inequalitles in two variables.

Solution of system of linear inequalities in two variables - Sraphlcally.

Subspaces, linear dependence, basis, dimension, algebra of linear transformations.

Matrices & Determinanti
Concept, notatron, order, equality, types of matrice5, zero matrix, transpose of a matrix,

symmetric and skew symmetric matnces, Addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication of
matrices, simple properties of addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication. Non-

commutativity of multiplication of matr:ces and existence of non-zero matrices whose produd

is the Tero matrix (restrict to square matrices of order 2), Concept of elementary row and

co umn operations. tnvertible matrices and proof of the un:queness of inverse, if it exists.

Determrnant of a square matrix (up to 3,n3matrices), properties of determinants, minors,

cofactors and applications of determinants in finding the area of a triangle.

Adjoint and inverse of a square matrix. Conslstency, in€onsistency and number of solutions of
system of linear equation by examples, solving system of linear equations in two or three
variables using inverse of a matrix. Rank and determinant of matrices, linear equations. EiSen

values and eigen vectors, Cayley-Hamilton theorem.
Matrix representation of linear transformations. Change of basis, canonical forms, diagonal
forms, triangular forms, lordan forms. lnner product spaces, orthonormal basis. Quadratic
forms. reduction and classification of ouadratic forms
Straitht Lines:

Brief recalr of 2 D from earlier classes Shifting of origin. Slope of a line and angle between two
lines Various forms of equations of a line: parallel to axes, point-slope form, slolHntercept
form, two-point form, intercept form and normal form, General equation of a line. Equation of
family of lines passing through the point of intersection of two lines. Distance of a point from a
lrne.

Conic Sections:
Sections o, a cone; circles, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola ,a point / a straight line a.rd a pair of
intersecting lines as a degenerated case of a conic section. Standard equations and simple
properties of parabola, ellipse and hyperbola. Standard equations of a circle.

lntroduction to Three-dimensional Geometry:
Coordinate axes and coordinate planes rn three dimensions. Coordinates of a pgint. Di5tance

belwee. lwc points and section formLrril

Three-dimensional Geometry:
Direction cosines/ratios of a line joining two points. Cartesiar and vedor equation of a line,
.oplanar and skew lines, shortest distance between two lines. Cartesian and vector equation of
a prane. Angie between (i) two lines, (ir) (wo planes, (iii) a line and a plane. Distance of a polnt

lrom a Prane 
rl



UNIT _ 2

Complex Numbers and quad'atic Equations:

NeedforcomplexnumbeB,especiallYv-l,tobemotivatedbyinabilitytosolveeveryquadratic

";;;;;.;;i;?;;..ription 
of ateeu."l plpe'ties of complex numberc Arsand plane and polar

;;';;;"; oi .o.pt", numbers' statement of Fundamental rheorem of AlSebra' solution

"i'or.irrol 
.or.,ions in the complex number system' squareroot of a Complex number'

Algebra of complex numbers, the complex plane, polynomials' power series' transcendental

fu-nctions such as exponential, trigonometnc and hyperbolic functions'

Trigonometric Functions:

Positive and negative angles. Measuring angles in radians and in degrees and conversion from

one mea sure to another. Definition of t;gonometric functions with the help of unit circle Truth

of the identity sin2x + cos2x = 1, for all x. Signs of trigonometric functions and sketch of their

graphs. Expressing sin(xty) and cos(xiy) in terms of sinx, siny, cosx & cosy'

ldentities related to sin 2x, cos 2x, tan 2x, sin 3x, cos 3x and tan 3x' General solution of

trigonometric equations of the type sinO = sinq, coso = cosc and tano = tanc '

Analytic functions, Cauchy-Riemann equations. Contour integral, Cauchy's theorem' Cauchy's

integral formula, Liouvilie's theorem, Maximum modulus principle, Schwarz lemma, Open

,r,app,ng rheo,e,n. Taylor series, Laurc.t 5eries, calculus of residues Conformal mappings'

Mob,J> r, lnslo nations.

Algebra:

Permutations & Combinations:
Fundamental principle of counting, Factorial n(nl) Permutations and combinations, derivation

of formulae and their connections, simple applications. Pigeon-hole principle, inclusion-

exclusion principle.

Fundamental theorem of arithmetic, divisibility in Z, congruences, Chinese Remainder Theorem,

Euler's 0- function, primitive roots.

Groups, subBroups, normal subgroups, quotient groups, homomorphlsms, cyclic Sroups,

permutation groups, CaYley's theorern,.lass equations,Sylowtheorems.

Rings, ideals, prime and maximal ideals, quotient rings, unique factorization domaln, principal

ideal domain, Euclidean domain.

Polvnomral nngs and rrreducrbility criteria. Frelds, finite fields, field extensions, Galois Theory.

Dense sets, subspace and product topology, separation axioms, connededness and

compactnesS.



UNIT. 3

ordinary Differential Equatlons loDE3l:

Dlfferential Equations:

Definition, order 3nd degree, Seneral and particular solutions of a differentlal equation'

Formation of differential equation whose Seneral solution is given'

Solution of diflerential equations by method of separation of variables' homoteneous

differential equations of first order and fiRt deSree' Solutions of linear differential equation of

the type:

lY*PY=Q
dt where P and Q are functions of x or constant.

-!!! Px=a
dy

where P and Q are functions of Y or

constant

Existence and uniqueness of solutions of initial value problems for first order ordinary

differential equation5, singulsr solutions of first order ODEs, system of first order ODEs'

General theory of homogenous and non homogeneous linear ODES, variatlon of parametert

Sturm Liouvrlle boundary value problem, Green's function.

Partial oifferential Equatlons (PDEs):

Lagrange and charpit methods for solving first order PDEs, cauchy problem for first order PDES.

classification of second order PDE5, General solution of higher orde: PDES with constant

coefficients, Method of separation of variables for Laplace, H€at and Wave equations'

Nume.ical Analysls:

Numerical solutions of alSebraic equations, Method of iteration and N€wton-Raphson method,

Rate of conver8ence, Solution of systems of llnear algebraic equations usinB Gauss ellmination

and Gauss-Seidel methods, Finite differences, Lagrange, Hermite and spline interpolation,

Numeri.al differentiation and integratio6, Numerical solutions of ODES using Picard' Euler'

modified Euler and Runte-Kutta methods

;:'.',:i:'"':lT'?:'ffinar, Euter-Lagrange equation, Necessary and surficient conditions ror

cxrlcrra. Var itronal rnethods for boundrrY value problems in ordinary and partial differential

equations.
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Linear lntegral Equations:
Linear integral equation ot the first and second kind of Fredholm and Volterra type, Solutions
with separable kernels, Characteristic numbers and eiSenfunctions, resolvent kernel.

Classical Mechanias:

Generalized coordinates, Lagrange's equationt Hamilton's canonical equations, Hamihon's
principle and principle of least action, Two-dimensional motion of riBid bodies, Euler's

dynamicai equation5 for the motion of a rigid body about an axis, theory of small oscillations.

UNfT - 4

Descriptive statistics, explo.atory data analysis
Mathernatical Reasoning:
Mathematically acceptable statements. Connecting words/phrases-consolidating the
understanding of "if and only if (necessary and sufficient) condlt,on", " implles", "and/of,
"implied by", "and", "or", there exists" and their use through variety of examples related to real
lrfe and Mathematics , Validating the statements involving the connecting words- difference
between contradiction, converse and contrapositive.

Statistics:

Measure of dispersion: mean deviation, variance and standard deviation of ungrouped/grouped
data. Analysis of frequency distributions with equal means but different variances.

Probability:
Random experiments: outcomes, sample spaces{ set representation). Events: Occurrence of
events, '.ot', 'and' & 'or'events, exhaustive events, mutually exclusive events. Axiomatic (set
theoretic) probability, connections with the theories of earlier classes.

Probability of an event, probability of 'not', 'aad' & 'ol events. Multiplication theorem on
probabi rtv. Conditional probability, independent events, total probability, gaye,s theorem,
Randu,| ,,arrable and its probability distribution, mean and variance of haphazard variable.
Repeated independent (Bernoulli) trials and Binomial distribution. Sample space, discrete
probabilat, independent events, Bayes theorem. Aandom variables and distribution functions
{univariate and multivariate}; expectation and moments. lndependent random variables,
marginal and conditional distributions. Characteristic functions. probability inequalities
(Tchebyshef, Markov, .Jensen). Modes of convergence, weak and strong laws of large numbert
Central Limit theorems.

Markov chains with finite and countable state space, classificatior of states, limlting behaviour
of n-step transition probabilities, stationary distribution, poisson and birth-and-death
proce55e5

5tandard discrete and continuous unrvariate distributions. sampllng distributions, standard
errors and asymptotic distributions, distribution of order statistics and range.



Methods of estimation, properties of estimators, confidence intervals. Tests of hypotheses:

most powerful and uniformly most powerful tests, likelihood ratio tests. Analysis of discrete

data and chi-square test of goodness of fit. LarSe sample tests. Simple non-parametric tests for
one and two sample problems, rank correlation end t€st for independence. Elementary

Bayesian inference.

Gauss-Markov models, estimability of parameters, best linear unbiased estimators, confidence

intervals, tests for linear hypotheses. Analysis of variance and covariance. Fixed, random and

mixed effects models. Simple and multiple linear regression. Elementary regression diagnostics.

Logisti€ regression-
Multivari3te normal distribution, Wishart distribution and their properties. Distribution of
quadratr. forms. lnference for parameters, partial and multiple correlation coefficients and
related tests Data reduction techniques: Principle component analysis, Discriminant analysis,
Cluste' analysrs, Canonical correlation.

Simple random sampling, stratified sampling and systematic sampling. Probability proportional
to sire s,Jrnplrng. Ratio and regression methcds.
Completely randomized designs, randomized block designs and Latin-square desi&s.
Connectedness and orthogonality of block designs, BIBD. 2K factorial experimerts: confounding
and construction.
Series and parallel systems, hazard function and failure rates, censoring and life testi.&
Linear Programming Problem:
lntroduction, definition of.elated terminology such as constralnts, ob.jectives function,
optimization, different types of linear programming (1.P.) problems, mathematical formulation
of L P problems, graphical method of solution for problems in two variables, feasible and
infeas,blc regicns, feasible and infeasible solutions, optimalfeasible solutions (up to three non-
trivral constrarn5)

SimDiex methods, duality. Elementary queuing and inventory models. Steady-state solutions of
Mar(ovran queurrg models: M/M/1, M/M/I with limited waiting space, M/M/C, M/M/C with

nrLted wa ting space, M/G/1.
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